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A few lucky women have already been born with design -- think Diana
Vreeland and Jacqueline Onassis -- but also for most of us, style is
something that includes time and experience. Above all, design begins
with a feeling of who you are and your self-confidence. Furthermore, as
the authors William Strunk, Jr. and a portfolio of Kate's personal
favorites from her own closet can be showcased. For Kate, movies as
varied as The Swimmer and The Red Balloon have influenced her eyesight
of style, as have such areas as Mexico (where she and her husband, Andy,
vacation each year), Napa Valley, and her hometown of Kansas City. In
the webpages of Style, you will discover a large section devoted to the
colours Kate most adores and ideas for combining them. Light once wrote,
"To achieve style, start by affecting non-e. In this upbeat and engaging
publication, designer Kate Spade discusses the countless people and
experiences which have influenced her., and E. The last portion of Style
focuses on keeping your wardrobe, including tips on organizing your
closet, looking after vintage clothes, and maintaining your jewelry in
good condition. If there's one rule Kate espouses, it's that true design
comes when you stick to your personal rules. Style, with 230 watercolor
illustrations, is definitely a wonderfully personal and friendly book
intended for readers of most ages and design temperaments. Style comes
from opening you to ultimately the world around you -- to books and
movies, artwork, music, travel, and specifically to other folks. Style
in the office, evening style, even ideas for design when you travel and
when you play are featured here. B. Components, which are the backbone
of her wardrobe, are given full treatment here, including shoes,
handbags, hats, gloves, and jewelry;"
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Charming and Clever I have all three of Kate Spade's books, and quite
adore them. They are thin and pretty and have lots of clever little
tidbits and guidelines in them, and the watercolors are enchanting. The
sticker onto it with the price was a little bit hard to eliminate but
doable! Even talks about clothing treatment and closet organization.
However, if you DO enjoy it, you will love it.I've all three volumes
sitting on a side table for easy thumbing, and guests enjoy them too. It
is a brilliant fun book.Some individuals have made the claim that this
is a 'one period read' but before I ponied up and bought them, I checked
them out from the library multiple times. Understand How Style is
Defined This book had not been what I expected. A straightforward read.
Nevertheless, Kate Spade has good illustrations of how styles are placed
together and includes guidance on how to look after clothing. They
certainly are a little bit dated now but beautifully written and
illustrated. I was looking for a thing that included more history on
design. Which defeats the objective of my buying this reserve, I
designed it to be ornamental. The next time I've an over night guest, I
intend to place these in the guest area for some light reading. Four
Stars Nicely done intro to style in general. It will always be fun to
see life the Kate Spade way.Book arrived in great condition!I'll admit,
this particular quantity is written with a specific taste in brain- the
classic, "breakfast in Tiffany's" look. The reserve itself looks okay,
but the jacket is unacceptable. It's a cute and simple book. It's a cute
and basic book. It looks used and is normally wrinkled and scratched on
the front. Favorite Kate Spade Book This is the best of the Kate Spade
books. It includes all kinds of classic style tips. In case you are not
thinking about that sort of style, you won't end up being impressed with
the publication. Three Stars was no that great Sorry Kate we love you
but Amy Vanderbelt a lot better at this Sorry Kate we love you but Amy
Vanderbelt better at this Style redefined Fun, easy-to-read, and
definitely all the hallmarks of Kate Spade style! I use if more for
decoration than light reading. Five Stars Excellent for gift Style. I
totally hate returning stuff and I waited a while for shipping. Unhappy
at all with this buy. Disappointed Received this book late last night.
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